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§ Alla fine del Trecento l’iconografia 
della Musica mostra una forma 
complessa basata sul mito del primo 
padre fondatore dell’arte musicale. La 
sua raffigurazione più sofisticata appa-
re nella miniatura d’apertura di Pit 
(Parigi, Bibl. Nazionale, It. 568), uno 
dei più importanti manoscritti di Ars 
Nova italiana. 
Nel riconsiderare la bibliografia 
esistente, la prima parte dell’articolo 
indaga il contesto culturale che ha 
prodotto la miniatura, per poi, nella 
seconda, ripercorrere l’intera storia del 
mito, la sua tradizione biblica (Iubal), il 
suo corrispondente pagano (Pitagora), 
il rapporto con il mito della translatio 
studii (le colonne della conoscenza), e 
la sua forma complessa adottata a 
partire dal XII secolo. Il modello 
iconografico fu concepito in Italia nel 
Trecento e la forma ormai matura 
assunta in Pit fu poi assorbita 
nell’iconografia di Santa Cecilia. 
La ricostruzione delle stratificazioni del 
mito, oltre a chiarire come diverse 
tradizioni musicali si siano intrecciate, 
propone allo stesso tempo di anticipare 
a fine Trecento la realizzazione della 
miniatura di Pit per ricondurla alla 
bottega fiorentina di Silvestro dei 
Gherarducci. 
 
 
§ At the end of the fourteenth century 
the iconography of Music shows a 
complex morphology based on the 
myth of the first founding father of the 
musical art. Its most sophisticated 
image appears in the opening 
illumination of Pit (Paris, Bibl. 
Nationale, It. 568), one of the most 
important manuscripts of the Italian 
Ars Nova. 
After reviewing the existing biblio-
graphy, the first part of the article 
traces the cultural context that 
produced this illumination. The 
second part reconstructs the whole 
history of the myth of the origin of 
music, its biblical tradition (Jubal), its 
pagan equivalent (Pythagoras), their 
association with the myth of translatio 
studii (the pillars of knowledge), and 
its syncretic form adopted from the 
twelfth century onward. The 
iconographic model was conceived in 
fourteenth-century Italy, and the 
illumination of Pit is its most complete 
form; it was later assimilated into the 
iconography of Saint Cecilia. 
The reconstruction of this stratifica-
tion of myths aims to clarify how 
different musical traditions crossed 
each other, and at the same time 
proposes an earlier dating for the 
illumination of Pit (late fourteenth 
century) in connection with Silvestro 
dei Gherarducci’s Florentine work-
shop. 
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Figura 1 – Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Italien 568, f. 1r. 
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MONG the many unique features of manuscript It. 568 (Pit) of the 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, one in particular stands out: a full-page 
miniature portraying Lady Music seated upon a throne (Fig. 1). The manu-
script, usually dated around 1410, consists of 150 notated folios, and it is one 
of the most important sources for the Italian Ars Nova. It collects, among 
many fourteenth-century authors, almost all the works of Paolo da Firenze 
(†1436), a composer scarcely present in other collections (FALLOWS 2001). 
Interest in the miniature stems from its exceptional nature: of all the de-
pictions of the personification of music through the centuries, it is the most 
elaborate; it results from a complex synthesis of proto- and extra-Christian 
traditions that evolved within a highly intellectual cultural context. Discus-
sions concerning this image have emerged across various areas of scholarship; 
I will place these previously independent paths of research in dialogue with 
one another and, through a systematic reconsideration of the bibliography, 
take stock of a subject that continues to offer points of interest.1 
In the first part of the article, by reviewing previous contributions to the 
study of the manuscript, I propose to revise the accepted dating of the 
illumination by one or two decades. The manuscript was certainly completed, 
as has been shown in previous scholarship, around 1410, but the iconographic 
model of the miniature refers to a stylistic context which, as I shall argue in 
the second part of the article, was particularly successful in the third quarter 
of the fourteenth century. By suggesting at least two phases of production for 
the codex, I propose to date the illumination before the year 1400, and to link 
the miniature to Silvestro dei Gherarducci’s workshop. 
The second part of the article explores extensively the iconography of the 
image and shows that it stems from a sophisticated combination of different 
traditions. The unusual depiction, first instantiated in Bartolomeo and Andrea 
de’ Bartoli’s Canzone delle virtù (pre-1349), embodies the syncretism between 
classical and biblical sources promoted in the twelfth century by Petrus 
Comestor and mediated through Petrus Riga’s poem Aurora. Furthermore, I 
will demonstrate that from the fifteenth century this peculiar iconography 
would be conflated (and would merge) with the newer iconographic tradition 
of Saint Cecilia. 
 
                                                             
1 A chronological list of bibliographical references is provided in the appendix in order to clarify 
the historiographical process of research on the subject, as well as the poor interaction between 
disciplines (an asterisk marks contributions explicitly focused on Pit). Numbers in brackets 
present throughout the article refer to Fig. 2. The transcription of documents and the 
reproduction of the images mentioned can be found on my webpage at 
<www.examenapium.it/568>. I wish to thank Bonnie Blackburn, Shane Butler, Chris Geekie, 
Eugenio Refini, Claudia Tardelli Terry, and Susan Weiss for their helpful suggestions. 
A 
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I. 
A codex, an image 
The first to study the codex was Francois-Joseph Fétis (1827).2 His contribu-
tion, much like others from the nineteenth century, was overlooked by RISM, 
Census, and Grove.3 Yet, in addition to providing correct chronological 
documentation, Fétis (1827, p. 113) states that Pit came to the Bibliotèque 
Royale – today the Bibliotèque Nationale de France – shortly before his article 
was written. 
Gilbert Reaney, in his first contribution dedicated entirely to Pit (1960, p. 
33), observed that the modern cover of the codex presented the insignia of 
Charles X (king between 1824 and 1830), thus dating the modern to those 
years. Nino Pirrotta (1961, note 55), linking the seal «AN» (on the first folio of 
the index) to the Assemblée Nationale, places the transfer of the work 
immediately after the French Revolution. It is indeed probable that the 
manuscript had been seized following the expropriations of books carried out 
in Italy by Napoleon, expropriations which, according to Léopold Delisle 
(1881, II, p. 34), included at least 1,500 manuscripts during the years 1796-
1802 (the Assemblée Nationale ordered the seizure of ecclesiastical goods 
from the year 1789).4 
Fétis recorded the volume as «535 du supplément [français]», one of the 
two old shelf-marks present on the manuscript. The other («n. 165») could be 
the temporary mark made before the modern binding.5 Following the new 
classification of the codices of the Bibliothèque, which began in 1860 (DELISLE 
1881, II p. 331), the volume ultimately received the mark «Italien 568».  
The meaning of the miniature proved rather unclear. The 1838 Marsand 
inventory reported only that the «old man with a thick beard» was Tubalcain, 
with no explanation of his connection with the representation of music.6 Some 
years later, roughly thirty poems from the manuscript were edited as part of 
Francesco Trucchi’s Poesie italiane inedite, a four-volume collection that 
piqued the interest of Giosuè Carducci.7 In 1866, the poet borrowed the codex 
from the French government and wrote about it in his essay Musica e poesia 
nel mondo elegante italiano del secolo XIV (1870). There he dated the 
manuscript «to the first years of the fifteenth century», referring to the 
capture of Pisa (October 1406) alluded to in the madrigal Godi Firenze («even 
                                                             
2 The article was later considered in KIESEWETTER 1829, pp. 9-10. 
3 FISCHER 1972; CENSUS 1988, III, p. 25; IV, p. 463; D’AGOSTINO 2001. 
4 The hypothesis found in NÁDAS (1986, p. 216; and 1989, p. 50), which suggests that the codex 
arrived in France via «the French branch of the Capponi bank» has not found further 
confirmation. See below, note 37. 
5 WOLF (1904, p. 250, note 1) interprets it as «Bibl. royale 165 du supplement», but in the ms. 
there is nothing preceding the number and the subsequent words are illegible.  
6 MARSAND 1838, II, p. 579; the new catalogue of Italian codices by MAZZATINTI (1888, I, p. 111) 
records only their titles. 
7 TRUCCHI 1847, II, p. 142 (description of the codex) and II, pp. 154-173 (29 poems). 
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though in the majority of the poems ... both the language and style ... seem to 
belong to the fourteenth century»). He then described the miniature, propo-
sed again the name of Tubalcain and suggested that the woman could be Saint 
Cecilia (CARDUCCI 1870, pp. 464-465). 
Although in the following century Friedrich Ludwig (1903, p. 55 ff.) would 
devote valuable pages to the codex, Johannes Wolf (1904) was the first to 
provide an index of incipits.8 He also offered a detailed description of the 
image, proposing that the man hammering was Pythagoras. Moreover, Wolf 
noticed the columns and for the first time provided a reading of the epigraphs: 
… the first [column] contains the words tonus, dictonus, semitonus, semidictonus, 
diatessaron, diapente, diapason, while the second offers ascending breves with 
the syllables of solmization, ut re mi fa sol la. (p. 251) 
Interest regarding the codex did not resurface until after World War Two. 
After dating the manuscript to around 1410,9 Reaney (1960, p. 30) returned to 
the miniature for the fourth time, without attempting to identify the «bearded 
man», probably because in a long and detailed article Paul Beichner (1954) 
had stated that the hammering man called Tubalcain was in fact Jubal.   
A later contribution is that of Giuseppe Corsi (1970, p. XLVIII), who igno-
red Carducci’s hypothesis regarding Cecilia, but accepted Tubalcain as the 
smith («whom the Middle Ages considered the inventor of music»). In a 
footnote he mentioned both Isidore of Seville’s Etymologies (the passage 
quoted, however, speaks of «Tubal» and not of Tubalcain), and an engraving 
from Gaffurio’s Theorica (where the character, though, is named «Iubal»).10 
Finally, John Nádas, in his doctoral dissertation on polyphonic manuscripts of 
the Italian Ars Nova, uses the name «Tubal» to refer to the illumination.11 I 
will address this aspect in the second part of the article. 
 
Paolo da Firenze’s contribution to the codex 
As early as 1903, Ludwig noticed that gatherings 7 and 9 of Pit – where all the 
compositions were by Paolo da Firenze (ca 1355-1436) – had been added in 
the last phase of the compilation of the codex.12 The unusual presence of Paolo 
                                                             
8 Completed, with corrections, by LUDWIG 1905, p. 615. 
9 In the meantime, several diverging opinions had appeared. Previously, FÉTIS (1827, p. 109) 
proposed the range 1350-1430 while MARSAND (1838, p. 579) suggested a more generic fifteenth 
century, which became the fourteenth century in both MAZZATINTI (1888, III, p. 111) and WOLF 
(1904, p. 250). Following CARDUCCI’s dating of Godi Firenze (1870, p. 463), adopted by LUDWIG 
(1903, p. 55), this became the prevalent dating (LUDWIG 1929, II, p. 27, APEL 1950, p. 3, FISCHER 
1956, p. 93, REANEY 1960, p. 34). PIRROTTA (1951, V, p. 119), however, suggested 1430, believing 
Pit to be a collection of the works of Paolo da Firenze late in his career. 
10 See below Fig. 2 and Bibliography numbers [11] and [45]. 
11 NÁDAS 1986, note 244 and p. 236 (see also NÁDAS 1989, note 11); the name is taken from 
GÜNTHER 1967, p. 110. 
12 This feature is evidenced by the chronological structure, by the hand (different than the rest of 
the codex), and by the index, where the composition of gatherings 7 and 9 are added to the end. 
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(virtually absent in other collections of the Italian Ars Nova) fostered research 
on the composer that ultimately proved to be ill-founded. It was believed that 
he was made abbot of Sant’Andrea del Pozzo (in Arezzo) and protected by 
Cardinal Acciaiuoli;13 that he was a member of the Capponi14 or Leoni15 
families of Florence; that he was a singer in the Florentine church of Santa 
Reparata;16 and that he was active at the abbey of Sasso d’Arezzo, where he 
supposedly died in 1419.17 None of these hypotheses has successfully been 
verified.18 
In reality, Paolo was born around 1355. He became an abbot in 1401, with 
the charge of San Marino al Pino (in Arezzo), a position that he held until his 
death sometime after 1436. He resided, however, in Florence as the rector of 
Santa Maria Annunziata (also called «dell’Orbetello»), and in 1417 he offered 
to his church an illuminated antiphonary produced by the monks of Santa 
Maria degli Angeli, the Camaldolese monastery where the most splendid 
Florentine musical codices were produced.19 Since Paolo would have assumed 
his responsibilities at the monastery of Santa Maria degli Angeli around that 
year, it has been suggested that he became the supervisor of musical manu-
scripts (GÜNTHER 1987, note 21). Most importantly, since Pit appears to have 
been produced in Santa Maria degli Angeli,20 it has been further supposed that 
                                                                                                                                                     
NÁDAS (1986, p. 216 ff), who was able to study the various scribes of Pit, confirmed this 
hypothesis. 
13 PIRROTTA 1952 puts forward this hypothesis, which is not entirely improbable, and could even 
make sense for the early years, between 1401 and 1409. In reality, Paolo’s role at Sant’Andrea is 
documented only in the months of the Council of Pisa of 1409 (GÜNTHER 1987). 
14 PIRROTTA 1961, p. 26. This hypothesis originates owing to the (presumed) presence of the arms 
of the Capponi family in Pit, and the importance of the codex within the transmission of Paolo’s 
works. The discovery of Paolo’s will (GÜNTHER 1987, p. 228), however, excludes a blood 
relationship with the Capponi family. 
15 BECHERINI (1962, p. 161 ff) and GÜNTHER (1967, p. 104 ff) propose this idea based on the arms 
that accompany the portrait of Paolo in the Squarcialupi codex (Sq); however, as Becherini had 
already noted, there is not a full correspondence between those arms and the actual crest of the 
Leoni family of Florence. See also NÁDAS 1992, p. 27. 
16 D’ACCONE 1973, though the suggestion had been made earlier in PIRROTTA 1961, note 54. 
17 FISCHER 1968. For a discussion of the misunderstanding see GÜNTHER 1987.  
18 GÜNTHER 1987 correctly reconstructs Paolo’s entire biography. The most recent biographical 
synthesis can be found in FIORI 2014. 
19 GÜNTHER 1987, p. 209 and figs 2-3; this antiphonary is today in Douai (France), Bibliothèque 
Municipale, ms. 1171. Regarding the scriptorium, see BENT 1993. On the choir books, see LEVI 
D’ANCONA 1978, 1994, and 1995. 
20 The provenance from Santa Maria degli Angeli was proposed on the basis of correspondences 
between Pit, the Lucca codex (Mn), the Squarcialupi codex (Sq), the Lowinsky fragments (Lw), 
and Ashburnam (Fl999). PIRROTTA (1951, I, p. 123) was the first to link the hand of gatherings 7 
and 9 of Pit to Mn. The scholar later connected the same hand to Lw as well (1961, pp. 18-20), 
suggesting Santa Maria degli Angeli as the place of compilation. Subsequently, further evidence 
came to light. FISCHER (1968) attributed Sq and Fl999 to the same workshop. BELLOSI (1985, p. 
310) connected the illuminators of Sq to Santa Maria, and NÁDAS (1986, p. 220) noticed 
similarities between the miniature of Pit and those of Sq. LEVI D’ANCONA (1961 pp. 87-88) 
claimed to have recognized in Sq the hand of Bartolomeo di Fruosino, also active at Santa Maria, 
although BELLOSI (1992, pp. 147, 157) doubts this theory. See also GIBBONS 2010. 
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the added pages with Paolo’s compositions relate to the composer’s role at the 
monastery.21 
 
An attribution without an identity 
Mirella Levi D’Ancona (1957, p. 28) was the first to connect the full-page 
image from Pit to the anonymous author of roughly twenty miniatures 
produced at Santa Maria degli Angeli. Lacking any way of identifying this 
author, Levi D’Ancona named him «Maestro delle canzoni», based on the title 
that appears in the nineteenth century binding of the codex (Chansons italien 
en musique). In Levi D’Ancona’s reconstruction, the Maestro was to be placed, 
both stylistically and chronologically, between the two most important artists 
working at Santa Maria degli Angeli, Silvestro dei Gherarducci (†1399) and the 
more famous Lorenzo Monaco (†1425). Yet, while Lorenzo’s style is quite 
recognizable, that of Silvestro and the Maestro can easily be confused with 
each other. 
The unspoken argument for the attribution to the anonymous Maestro 
was the impossibility of assigning the illumination to Silvestro’s years. The 
commonly accepted dating of Pit, in fact, made it incompatible with the 
activity of the painter, leading Levi D’Ancona therefore to hypothesize a 
successor to Silvestro with very similar stylistic characteristics.22 Subse-
quently, however, all the attributions to the Maestro suggested by Levi 
D’Ancona, apart from Pit, were assigned to Silvestro or to his school.23 
Previous codicological investigation of Pit has identified different hands 
and a redaction around 1410 or slightly before.24 Moreover, most of Paolo da 
Firenze’s known compositions appear in gatherings 7 and 9, which were added 
in the last stage of production.25 Since the proposed dating is primarily based 
on the madrigal Godi Firenze, inserted in gathering 7,26 nothing prevents the 
suggestion that the earliest part of the codex was conceived and prepared at 
the end of fourteenth century (when Gherarducci was still alive). A few years 
later, the manuscript was probably completed under the direction of Paolo da 
Firenze when, around 1410, he started to work at Santa Maria degli Angeli. 
This would explain the presence of two added gatherings with music by Paolo. 
Furthermore, the style of the illumination, which appears on the first gather-
                                                             
21 This hypothesis was already advanced by PIRROTTA 1961, pp. 18-20. 
22 LEVI D’ANCONA (1957, p. 35) dates the illumination to the «second decade of the fifteenth 
century», agreeing with the post quem of Godi Firenze suggested as early as CARDUCCI 1870. 
23 FREULER 1997. See also his entry on Silvestro dei Gherarducci in BOLLATI 2004. 
24 With regard to the hands, see NÁDAS 1986, ch. 4, and NÁDAS 1989; his dating accepts GÜNTHER 1967. 
25 See above note 12. 
26 GÜNTER 1987, note 3, and NÁDAS 1989, note 4 (NÁDAS numbers gatherings 7 and 9 respectively 
6 and 8). The two scholars suggest that Girand’ un bel falcon is likely to have been written during 
the Council of Pisa (1409). Actually, the text is not so explicit, but in any case the madrigal was 
notated in one of the last folios by a hand operating in the last phase of compilation (see NÁDAS 
1986, pp. 283-284). 
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ing compiled, is very close to Gherarducci’s style.27 Indeed, as I have already 
argued elsewhere (DAOLMI 2017), the unusual subject matter of the miniature 
is tied to an iconographic tradition that was quite prevalent before the 1380’s. 
Moreover, it is unlikely that the workshop of the most fashionable musical 
scriptorium in Florence would have decorated one of its own codices with an 
iconography which, in the early Quattrocento, probably looked already rather 
dated.  
This hypothesis is more coherent with the presence of solfège and the 
Guidonian hand drawn at the end of the codex. The profound stylistic 
differences between the two images in the manuscripts prove that the codex 
was produced in at least two different periods, and the pedagogic nature of the 
last drawing appears to be the result of Paolo’s didactic interests. Indeed, 
Paolo was the author of a short treatise of music theory28 and was even 
depicted with a student at his side in the miniature of the Squarcialupi codex. 
 
The added motto 
Wolf noted a further element in the miniature, the motto on the scroll held up 
by the angel: 
The image closes below with a winged female figure with a scroll on which the 
following words were added uuen. goth. upel, which to me are incomprehensible. 
 (WOLF 1904, p. 251) 
Pirotta (1961, p. 25) preferred to read uuen goth uyel, associating the 
phrase with the motto «Wann Gott will», which Litta’s Famiglie traces to the 
Capponi of Florence.29 Since Gino Capponi (†1421) had recounted the 
conquest of Pisa in 1406 (MURATORI 1751, vol. XVIII), an event to which the 
madrigal Godi Firenze refers, it made sense to trace the ownership of the 
codex to his family, and thus far there has been no reason to question this 
attribution.30 However, the connection between the Capponi family and the 
codex is far from being certain. The motto recorded by Litta was only one of 
several used by the family, and the only known attestation is that of Recco 
Capponi (1413, post-1491), who adopted it in 1470 in order to decorate his 
                                                             
27 It is unlikely that the recto of the first folio was left blank on purpose so as to be used to 
complete the index, and that the miniature was added later, when the folio remained unused 
(NÁDAS 1986, p. 237). In fact, even if compiled at the same time as the music, the index takes up a 
separate gathering where every single page was assigned to a different letter of the alphabet 
before starting to copy the incipits. Moreover, the practice of realizing illuminations before 
copying the music is witnessed by other coeval manuscripts, first of all Sq, which includes all the 
miniatures, while the music is missing on several pages. 
28 Ars ad adiscendum contrapunctum, which can be found in two drafts (Florence, Bibl. 
Laurenziana, Ashb.1119, and Siena, Bibl. Comunale, I.V.36). SEAY 1959 edited the Florentine 
copy. For a study of the Sienese manuscript see MEMELSDORFF 2004. 
29 The motto is recorded by Luigi Passerini in Dell’arme (cf. LITTA 1871, table I). 
30 After GÜNTHER’s investigation (1967, pp. 107-110), this fact was taken as definitive, and it 
remains as such in D’AGOSTINO 2001. 
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arms at the palazzo pretorio in Poppi,31 suggesting that it was a personal 
motto rather than one used by the family. 
On the other hand, the unclear ductus of the text and the use of different 
ink suggest a later addition. Moreover, the arms on which the angel rests are 
obscured to the point of being unrecognizable today.32 It is likely that whoever 
added the motto erased the shield in order to eliminate the memory of the 
previous owner. 
In those same years, the motto Wan Gott wil belonged to Count William 
III of Henneberg, imperial prince (1434-1480), whose personal emblem was a 
grafted tree. William was a profoundly religious man who died in the Tirol on 
his way back from a pilgrimage to Rome. The metaphor of the grafted tree (cf. 
Romans 11.16-24) refers to the idea of joining oneself to the tree of faith while 
waiting for it to blossom (whenever God wills it). The emblem and its descrip-
tion appear in the Simbola of Jacob Typot (1601, II, pp. 162-163),33 and the 
prince’s use of the motto also appears in the genealogy of Lucae (1705, p. 
1195). 
Almost a century later, the motto was reused by Giulio Giovio, nephew of 
the more renowned Paolo. In his posthumous Dialogo dell’imprese (1555), 
Paolo attributed authorship to Giulio, but both the form and meaning are 
those adopted by the count of Henneberg.34 Several years later, a plant beside 
a river was the emblem adopted by Girolamo Ruscelli, together with the motto 
ΘΕΟΥ ΣΥΜΠΑΡΟΝΤΟΣ, interpreted as a translation of Wenn Gott will.35 In 1566, 
Ruscelli mentioned Giulio Giovio’s device, declaring that he had adopted it in 
his youth.36 
The ecclesiastical career of Giulio Giovio was encouraged by his uncle 
Paolo, even if the young man’s interests lay mainly in poetry. As is well known, 
Paolo Giovio was connected to the Medici and to Florence, and through him 
Giulio could have received the codex as a book of old poetry. Appropriating 
                                                             
31 See table IV in LITTA 1871. It is also indicated by GÜNTHER (1967, p. 109) who verifies the 
presence of the arms in Poppi, but not the motto, which had perhaps been erased during 
subsequent restorations. 
32 It is worth noting that there might be a relation between the erasure of the coat of arms and the 
removal of the attribution of thirty-one compositions in the second half of the codex, which were 
studied in GÜNTHER 1966. 
33 References to the motto, on the basis of Typot, can be found in FERRO 1623, p. 34 and GATTY 
1872, p. 20. 
34 Of the numerous editions of the Dialogo that appeared in subsequent decades (also in Spanish 
and French as well), only those published by Guillaume Rouille in Lyon (1559 and 1574 in Italian, 
1561 in French) carry a depiction of the emblem. The illustration of the grafted tree, published by 
Typot (1601) for William of Henneberg, is derived from Rouille’s engravings, though reversed and 
with a different background.  
35 The emblem appears in PITTONI’S collection (1562, f. 43), flanked by octaves from Lodovico 
Dolce. Agostino CASU (1999, p. 85) connects the Greek motto to Giovio’s. 
36 RUSCELLI 1566, pp. 505-507. The work would be republished in 1572, 1580, 1584, and 1596. 
References to this device, by now indissolubly attributed to Giulio Giovio, can be found in 
CARPACCIO (1592, I, 39r), TASSO (1594, p. 54), and GELLI (1916, pp. 657-658). I would like to 
thank Bonnie Blackburn for directing my attention to this latter collection. 
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the motto of the German prince, he could have claimed the book as his own, 
scribbling over the blank scroll. These are merely hypotheses that currently 
have not yet found confirmation.37 
 
Cecilia 
The miniature in Pit displays other interesting elements. Is the woman playing 
really Saint Cecilia, as Carducci claims, or is she a common personification of 
music? Who is the blacksmith at her feet, Tubalcain or Pythagoras? And why 
these names, since the Bible attributes the invention of music to Jubal? More 
importantly, what is the significance of the two columns with musical inscrip-
tions? These problems have been previously addressed by scholarship, but the 
role of Pit in the evolution of the depiction of Lady Music has yet to be 
clarified.38 
The personification of music first appears in Martianus Capella’s De nup-
tiis Philologiae et Mercurii (ca 410), whose canon of the seven liberal arts 
would correspond a century later to Boethius’ trivium and quadrivium.39 In 
Capella, Music sings, and musical instruments appear there as part of the 
wedding procession; however, the identification of Music with a woman 
playing an instrument would subsequently become ever more frequent.40 For 
instance, such a description can be found in Alain de Lille’s Anticlaudianus 
(12th c.).41 
The hypothesis that Pit might depict not only Music, but also Saint Ceci-
lia, has its foundation in the portable organ that the woman is playing. The 
cult of Cecilia, virgin-martyr who lived between the second and third centu-
ries, is documented from the fifth century onward, but it is only much later, 
towards the fourteenth century, that – due to a misunderstanding of a passage 
from her hagiography – she is associated with music. In fact, the text at the 
origin of the cult, the Passio sanctae Ceciliae (ca 500), recounts how the 
Roman girl, during her wedding day, resisted the seductions of the pagan 
ritual by praying to God: 
                                                             
37 The codex was not recorded in the inventories of Santa Maria degli Angeli (a list can be found in 
BALDELLI 1972): this leads to surmise that it had entered into the possession of private individuals. 
Such a theory increases the probability that it had moved to France during expropriations prior to 
1802, rather than as a result of the Florentine ecclesiastical plundering of 1808. 
38 OPPERMAN 1925, BEICHNER 1954, STEADMAN 1964, COHEN 1974, MCKINNON 1978, FRINGS 1995, 
FRITZ 2004. 
39 De institutione arithmetica, I.1. Cf. SEEBAS 1988, p. 25. 
40 Cases in which Lady Music is not associated with an instrument are rare, as for instance the well-
known miniature in Pluteus 29.1 (13th c.) in the Biblioteca Laurenziana, depicting the three Boethian 
forms of music, mundana, humana, instrumentalis, as a woman with a scepter in her hand. 
41 See D’ANCONA 1902, p. 149 (with a synthesis of this allegorical poem). In the text, the Arts 
construct a chariot for Philosophy, which is drawn by the five Senses, and Music has a cithara in 
her hand. 
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Venit dies in quo thalamus collocatus est et, cantatibus organis, illa in corde suo 
soli Domino decantabat: «Fiat cor meum et corpus meus immaculatum, et non 
confundar.» (ed. in DELAHAVE 1936, p. 196) 
 
[The day arrived in which her wedding had been set and, with the instruments 
playing, she sang in her heart to God alone: «Let my heart and body remain 
immaculate and let them not be confused».] 
This phrase suggests that Cecilia was not affected by the music, and that 
only the song of her silent prayer meant something to her. The passage, 
compelling in its juxtaposition of pagan sounds and the sound of a divine 
interiority, was paraphrased in the antiphon of her sanctorale, which celebra-
ted her as a Christian martyr and not as the patroness of music (the phrase in 
brackets is present only in responsories):  
Cantantibus organis, Caecilia [virgo, in corde suo, soli] Domino decantabat 
dicens: «Fiat domine cor meum et corpus meum immaculatum ut non 
confundar.» 
 
[While they played the organs, Cecilia [a virgin, in her heart] addressed [the one 
and only] God, saying, «Oh Lord, let my heart and body remain immaculate and 
let them not be confused».] 
The emphasis placed by the antiphon on this phrase (the only one in the 
entire Passio where music is discussed) led to the substitution of generic 
attributes. The palm of virginity and the sword of martyrdom turned into one 
or more organs, a figurative reference to the text of the antiphon («Cantanti-
bus organis»). The ambiguity of the words, which in this context probably 
mean ‘instruments’ rather than ‘organs’, would produce images with Cecilia 
placed near a reed organ.42 Starting from the fifteenth century, Cecilia begins 
to play a portable organ, and the personification of music is superimposed 
over the iconography of the saint.43 In all likelihood, Pit does not refer to this 
model, though it is not improbable that readers in the fifteenth century could 
also have interpreted it in this manner.  
                                                             
42 The oldest example is a miniature of the letter ‘C’ of the antiphon which can be dated to 1260 
(STAITI 2002, p. 19). Dated to 1300, on the other hand, is the statue of Santa Cecilia in the 
Museum of Castelvecchio (CONNOLLY 1983, p. 129, and 1994, pp. 215-216); but the statue was 
altered: the hand with the organ was added at a later date. Two other fourteenth-century 
miniatures can be found in BARONCINI (2001, p. 36) and in SCHERLIESS (2000, p. 60); in images 
from this period, however, Cecilia does not play the instrument. 
43 Regarding the classical iconography of the saint, see the studies by CONNOLLY (1980, 1984, later 
merged in the 1994 volume), BARONCINI 2001, and STAITI 2002. 
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Figura 2 – The myths of Pythagoras (left), Jubal (centre) and the pillars (right).  
The dissemination of the myth of the pillars is shown by the small squares. 
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II. 
A cursed lineage 
Genesis (4.21-22) attributes to Jubal the invention of music and to his brother 
Tubalcain the working of metals. Before looking at why the two brothers – or 
rather, half-brothers – were confused first with one another and then with 
Pythagoras, it is worth considering the moral role that Jubal plays in the Bible. 
His family descends directly from Cain, but if one compares this genealogy 
with the one stemming from Seth, third son of Adam and Eve (Genesis 5.3-
32), many names correspond: 
 
It is clear that the genealogy of Seth is the ‘saved’ counterpart to the ‘cursed’ 
genealogy of Cain. If the children of Noah survive the flood, the four last 
descendants of Cain will not, despite the fact that they are attributed with the 
first forms of knowledge: agriculture, music, metallurgy, and weaving.44 
Ultimately, then, we find here again the biblical diffidence towards knowledge 
that is the core of Adam and Eve’s original sin. 
The story of Pythagoras and the largely forgotten myth of the columns of 
stone and brick were later grafted on to the biblical text. The interference of 
these two narratives creates an extremely complex account for the origin of 
music, summarized in Fig. 2. The three vertical paths in the diagram corre-
spond to the three most significant traditions present in the image of Lady 
Music: at the center, the tradition of Genesis; that of Pythagoras to the left; 
and that of the columns to the right (the proliferation of this latter myth is 
identified by the small squares; circles indicates sources that do not mention 
the columns).  
                                                             
44 Actually, the Bible says nothing about the abilities of Naamah, but skills in weaving are 
attributed to her as early as in the Imago mundi by Onorius Augustodunense (†1154); see FRITZ 
2004, p. 139. The depiction of Lamec’s family in ms. London, British Library, Egerton 1894, f. 2v 
(mid 14th c.) represents Naamah working at the loom. The Jewish tradition, on the other hand, 
attributes the art of song to Naamah, tracing the professions back to the etymology of the names 
of the four children (see MEYERS 1998). 
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Pythagoras 
The story of Pythagoras is well-known. The mathematician was listening to the 
sounds produced by an anvil being struck by different hammers in a smithy. 
He then realized that the sounds produced were in a simple mathematical 
relationship with the weight of the hammers (2:1, 3:2, 4:3).45 The story was 
recorded for the first time in the Manual of Harmonics by Nicomachus [2],46 a 
text written six centuries after Pythagoras, and later in the Life of the philoso-
pher written by Iamblichus [5] and in the Introduction to Harmony by 
Gaudentius [6]. The extraordinary success of this story – fostered by the 
authority of Macrobius [7], Boethius [9], Cassiodorus [10], and Isidore of 
Seville [11] – produced, from the twelfth century, a contamination with Jubal 
and Tubalcain. From that point on, the story began to spread that Jubal, the 
inventor of music, discovered consonances while hearing the sounds genera-
ted by his brother, the blacksmith. Although there was some unease among 
the chroniclers, the two stories – Jubal and Pythagoras – continued to coexist 
for centuries, feeding off one another. 
Though the legendary nature of the story of Pythagoras was reestablished 
by Oppermann (1924), Vincenzo Galilei in his Dialogo (1581, p. 127) had 
already questioned the foundation of the tale, recalling how the Suda lexicon 
told a similar story traceable to Diocles,47 but with pots and batons rather than 
anvils and hammers.48 
The theory that the story of Pythagoras’ smithy had actually been derived 
from earlier Old Testament writings deserves to be reconsidered. There is 
more than one reason to imagine that the Greek tradition had taken up 
suggestions from the Hebrew tradition. Jubal the musician and Tubalcain the 
blacksmith, for example, can be likened to Apollo and Vulcan, not only for 
their profession but also for the similarity of their names.49 Grouped together 
in one of the Dialogues of the Gods by Lucian of Samosata (2nd c. AD), they are 
a popular pair even in modern times: Vulcan’s Workshop by Velásquez (1630) 
is the most famous example. Subsequently, with the story of Pythagoras by 
                                                             
45 The claim itself is false, as an anvil struck by hammers of different weight will produce sounds 
of different intensity, not of different pitch. Only multiple anvils of different weight, regardless of 
the hammers, can produce different pitches. GALILEI (1589, p. 104) moreover observed that the 
proportions are valid only in the case of length (of strings), but not of weight, whose correct 
relationships are squared. 
46 The number in square brackets refers to Fig. 2 and to the Bibliography (see note 1). 
47 The Suda lexicon, under the lemma Diocles, attests that Diocles of Fliunte was a comic playwright, 
though there also exists a person with the same name in Pythagoras’ school, ca. 350 BC (Diogenes 
Laertius, Life of the Philosophers, VIII/1.46; this passage was then repeated in Iamblichus, Life of 
Pythagoras). It is possible that the note in the Suda concerning the vases refers to the 
mathematician (unknown in the lexicon), and was then erroneously attributed to the playwright. 
48 This version has barely survived, and the outline traced in Fig. 2 connects those few attestations 
that have passed on any reference: GALILEI 1581 [55], SCORPIONE 1702 [61], TEVO 1706 [62], LA 
BORDE 1781 [65]. 
49 HUET 1679, p. 122 (Prop. IV, chap. 10, § VI), cf. also MARTINI (1781, II, p. 19), KORN (1845, III, p. 
322), DUNLAP (1858, p. 77), STEADMAN (1964, p. 665), and MCKINNON (1978, p. 20).  
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then confused with the myth of Tubalcain, the early modern tradition 
reassigned the name of Vulcan to the biblical blacksmith, as appears in 
Marino’s Adone (1623).50 
The connection between Pythagoras and Apollo was asserted with insi-
stence by the Neo-Pythagorians, who wanted the philosopher to be the son of 
the god. Porphyry (Life of Pythagoras) disregards this divine lineage, but 
reiterates a link with the god. Iamblichus, Porphyry’s student, describes 
Pythagoras as almost the incarnation of Apollo (JOOST-GAUGIER 2006, p. 53). 
In their reaction against Christianity, it is likely that the discovery of harmonic 
theory led these two Neoplatonic writers to superimpose Pythagoras and 
Apollo onto Jubal/Apollo, the first musician. Likewise, the peculiar sonority 
arising from the profession of the brother Tubalcain/Vulcan might have 
suggested the story of the workshop.51 Porphyry himself recalls that Pythago-
ras, once he arrived on Crete, was initiated into the sacred mysteries in the 
grotto of Morgo, one of the Dactyls, the first blacksmiths and inventors of 
metallurgy (Life of Pythagoras, 17).  
 
The pillars of knowledge 
If the story of Pythagoras remained separated from the Bible for a long period 
of time, the story of the two pillars of knowledge developed in early patrology. 
The four ‘cursed’ sons of Lamech – Jabal, Jubal, Tubalcain and Naamah – 
know that humanity will be destroyed, but they do not know whether it will be 
by water or by fire. In order to save their knowledge after the destruction, they 
decide to carve it onto two pillars, one of stone to endure water, and the other 
of brick to endure fire. The story, documented as early as the first century, 
later took on specifically musical connotations, though from the beginning it 
also presented several incongruous elements. Why should brick resist fire 
better than stone? How did the descendants of Cain come to know of the 
divine plans that God had revealed only to Noah? 
In reality, the myth, recounted for the first time by Titus Flavius Josephus 
in his Jewish Antiquities [4], was adapted from another story which tells not 
of pillars but of tablets. Josephus’ invention of the pillars is perhaps an 
attempt to lend significance to the existence of the ancient and mysterious 
obelisks, which Josephus imagines were erected in imitation of a mythical 
                                                             
50 Adone, upon arriving in the garden of hearing, listens to Mercury tell the story of Love, who 
discovered harmonic intervals while listening to Vulcan’s hammers (Adone, VII, stanzas 58-59). In 
the Baldus by Teofilo Folengo (†1544), the erudite musical description preceding the entrance into 
Vulcan’s clanging smithy (XXI.52-153) is linked to this relationship between music and anvils.  
51 Furthermore, the relation between the theory of harmony and Pythagoras is very uncertain. In 
his Life of Pythagoras (Lives of Eminent Philosophers, VIII.12, ca 230 AD), the oldest to survive, 
Diogenes Laertius limits himself to saying, in reference to mathematical questions, that 
Pythagoras «had discovered the rule that is derived from one string». Such information is rather 
laconic (as well as based on a lost source, Anticlides’s Alexander, which cannot be checked); yet 
modern commentators have not hesitated to connect it to the monochord and musical intervals. 
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pillar still standing in his own time.52 The story of the tablets had been 
recounted in the Life of Adam and Eve [3], an apocryphal story from the Old 
Testament that predates Josephus. There, following the death of Adam, Eve 
asks her youngest son Seth to bear witness to their fate. Since God was about 
to punish humanity with fire and water,53 Eve suggested to her son that he 
prepare two texts, one on stone to resist the water, and the other on clay, so 
that the fire might solidify it. The stone, which survived the flood, was 
forgotten for a long time, until it was seen by Solomon, who was a man wise 
enough to understand the text. 
The apocryphal work exists today in Armenian, Greek, Latin, Georgian, 
Slavic, and other  versions, but the tale of the tablets is only in the Latin 
version, contemporary with or later than Josephus (COHEN 1974, p. 88). It is 
likewise possible that the myth of the tablets had circulated earlier, and that it 
had then been adapted by Josephus. The Latin version, though later than the 
others, nevertheless appears closer to the original. 
We find a clue pointing in this direction in the writings of John Cassian 
(†435), the first theorist of the monastic life. In his Collatio (VIII, ch. 21) [8], 
he tells of Ham, the corrupted son of Noah, who sculpts the secrets of his art 
and knowledge on sheets of metal and stone in order to save them from the 
flood, even though they had been condemned by God. Since the pillars are not 
mentioned in the narrative, Cassian seems unaware of Josephus, though the 
story clearly belongs to the same myth. Cassian is, however, the first to insist 
on the moral danger of a translatio studii (‘transmission of knowledge’) 
against God’s will. This fear was common in patristic texts, and it would 
influence the myth of Jubal and the pillars as well.54 
 
Comestor’s synthesis 
The first point of contact between Pythagoras and Jubal appears in Isidore’s 
Etymologiae [11], where the author limited himself to juxtaposing the names 
of the alleged inventors of music: 
Moses says that the art of music had been discovered before the flood by Tubal [= 
Jubal],55 a descendant of Cain, while the Greeks say that Pythagoras discovered 
the foundations from the sound of hammers and from the striking of taught 
strings. (GERBERT 1784, I, p. 20) 
                                                             
52 Josephus recalls that such a stone pillar was still visible in «Seiris», a location whose existence 
historians continue to debate; see BEICHNER 1954, p. 10, and TOEPEL 2006, p. 240. 
53  This divine sentence, based on astrological readings, had already been expressed by Berosus (ca 
300 BC) [1], as Seneca (†65 CE) recalls in his Naturales quaestiones, III.29/1. 
54  Regarding the moral aspects of preserving knowledge, specifically with reference to the myth of 
the pillars, see FRITZ 2004. 
55 Starting from Isidore and throughout the Middle Ages, the name of Jubal, the musician, is 
often changed into ‘Tubal’, or ‘Tubal de stirpe Cain’, but he is rarely confused with his brother 
Tubalcain, the blacksmith. The confusion between Jubal and Tubalcain, probably due to the 
ambiguous form ‘Tubal’, concerns exclusively the iconographic model of the Pit illumination (see 
below). On the slippage between Jubal, Tubal and Tubalcain, cf. BEICHNER 1954. 
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If Aurelianus Reomensis [13] and Johannes Cotto Afflighemensis [19] 
follow the model of Isidore, Regino of Prüm [15] and Guido d’Arezzo [17] 
prefer to reference only Pythagoras’ hammers, according to the teachings of 
Boethius. 
Regarding the tradition of the pillars, a new version was introduced by 
Rabanus Maurus in his Commentaria in Genesim [12]. Here the craftsman of 
the pillars is no longer Seth, but Jubal the musician. As Judith Cohen has 
pointed out (1974, p. 88), within the tradition of the Latin translation of 
Josephus promoted by Cassiodorus, several manuscripts move a phrase from 
§64 («meanwhile Jubal, his blood relative, cultivated music and invented the 
psalter and the cithara») to just before §70, making Jubal the craftsman of the 
pillars.56 It is likely that this rearrangement had been conditioned by the idea 
that these columns preserved the secrets of the liberal arts. Destined to 
include geometry and astronomy as well, the pillars could not exclude the 
music of Jubal. 
Though it is a derivative tradition, the relationship between the liberal 
arts and the myth of the pillars reemerges in the writings of cardinal Hugo of 
St Victor (†1141) who, in his Adnotationes elucidatoriae in Pentateuchon [20], 
attributes to Zoroaster («auctor maleficae mathematicae») the shrewdness of 
constructing two pillars in brick and in bronze (not marble).57 Zoroaster 
intended to gift posterity with the knowledge of the seven liberal arts (which 
were seen as dangerous because seductive to the senses) on fourteen columns. 
The use of a metallic material, and the caution against the idea of preserving 
knowledge places the innovations introduced by Hugo in direct connection 
with Cassian’s mistrust of the liberal arts.58 
Rabanus Maurus becomes a model, and as early as Remigius of Auxerre 
[14] – later followed by the extremely popular Glossa ordinaria [18] and the 
Chronicle of Jerahmel [21] – the sole craftsman of the two pillars remains 
Jubal (or Tubal, in Isidore’s account). 
The shift occurs as a result of the syncretism of Petrus Comestor (†1180). 
A professor at the University of Paris (from 1158) and subsequently chancellor 
of the same institution (1164-1169), he will later be called by Dante, not 
coincidentally, a «devourer of books» (Paradiso XII.134). In his incredibly 
popular Historia scholastica (ca 1170), the first great history of the world, 
Jubal is the craftsman of the pillars. Moreover, 
                                                             
56 For a list of the relevant codices, see the critical apparatus of Blatt’s edition (1958) and note 23 
in COHEN 1974. 
57  The substitution of bronze with marble also appears in De origine et effectu musicae (ca. 1420) 
[41] and in the almost immediately subsequent Cooke’s manuscript [42]. In the latter, due to a 
further corrupted tradition, the bronze pillar resisted fire and the brick resisted water since it was 
able to float. 
58 FRITZ 2004, p. 137. The corruption of Lamech’s children was also tied to the bigamy of the 
father, already highlighted in Venerable Bede’s Commentarii (MIGNE 1855, vol. 91, 219d) and 
repeated, for instance, by Remigius of Auxerre [14], by the Glossa ordinaria [18], by Comestor 
[22], and by Vincent of Beauvais [26]. 
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Tubal [= Jubal], … pleased with the sound of hammers [produced by his brother 
Tubalcain] deduced from their weight the proportions and harmonies produced, a 
discovery that the Greeks attributed without basis [fabulose] to Pythagoras.  
(MIGNE 1955, vol. 198, pp. 1078-79) 
Comestor, with the word fabulose, manages both to rid himself of Isido-
re’s ecumenical impartiality and to distance the invention of music from the 
pagans, restoring it to a biblical figure, thus placing it within a Christian 
framework. This overlap of two seemingly independent traditions was 
legitimized in a climate concerned with the reappraisal of Augustinian 
thought, which had previously made use of the classical tradition in order to 
ennoble the Christian (BROWN 1984; SEEBAS 1988, p. 25). 
During the thirteenth century Comestor’s became the prevalent version of 
the story. For instance, a similar reconstruction appears in the Speculum 
maius of Vincent of Beauvais [26], where it is also specified that Jubal did not 
invent musical instruments, but discovered the rules of harmony. Even the 
Ars musica of Egidio de Zamora [29], instructor to the children of Alfonso X 
the Wise, follows Comestor, though not without presenting alternative 
theories including Boethius’ preference for Pythagoras, and the story of the 
fourteen columns from Hugo of Saint Victor. It is likely that even the General 
Estoria [31] commissioned by Alfonso X benefited from the erudition of Egidio 
de Zamora. In any event, the long and detailed story regarding the children of 
Lamech, together with numerous additional narrative elements, was able to 
accommodate the theory provided by Comestor’s Historia. 
The anonymous Speculum humanae salvationis [33], a text containing 
roughly fifty songs of 100 lines each and patterned on the Biblia pauperum, 
enjoyed immense popularity. As with the Biblia, the Speculum aims at 
uncovering prefiguration of the life of Christ. Both texts make use of an 
extremely successful iconographic system which would establish a figurative 
model for centuries to come. Canto XXIII of the Speculum recognizes in the 
crucifixion, with a certain associative boldness, the moment in which Jubal 
discovers musical consonances. The sweetness of the prayers of Christ and of 
the words of redemption addressed to God while the Romans hammer nails 
into his flesh are associated with the divine harmonies arising from the crude 
clanging coming from Tubalcain’s smithy.59 The image accompanying the text 
to the side of the crucifixion shows a musician (often with a psaltery in hand, 
sometimes a lute, sometimes nothing) near one or more blacksmiths who beat 
an anvil. This iconographic model will remain constant in every manuscript of 
the Speculum, as well as in numerous printings of the same work produced 
between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (WILSON 1984). 
Comestor’s paradigm was neglected only in more technical musical treati-
ses, which were still tied to Isidore and uninterested in the myth of the 
                                                             
59 Noteworthy is the aesthetic evaluation proposed by HOLSINGER 2001, pp. 203-208; see also 
TARNNTEN 2003. 
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pillars.60 For instance, Jubal has no relation with Pythagoras in Magister 
Lambertus [28] and Ieronimus de Moravia [30]. 
Having thus absorbed Pythagoras, the figure of Jubal survived (and con-
solidated his position) through the end of the Quattrocento. The myth of the 
pillars as a translatio studii highlights the role of Jubal in claiming – even 
against God – the significance of humanity’s knowledge, an issue that the 
Bible did not address.61 
The last epigones of the Latin version of Josephus – with Jubal as the 
craftsman of the pillars and Pythagoras absent – can be found in the Chronica 
maiora of Matthew Paris [24] and, following this work, in the Flores historia-
rum [25], as well as in the later but more widespread Cursus mundi [32].62 All 
these are popularizing re-readings of biblical stories and therefore unconcer-
ned with the origins of music.63 
 
Aurora’s tradition  
Beyond the images found in the Speculum humanae salvationis, the extraor-
dinary success of Jubal – as discoverer of the secrets of music while listening 
to his brother Tubalcain – is also due to the poem Aurora by Petrus Riga [23]. 
The poem consists of fifteen thousand lines in elegiac couplets, and it elucida-
tes biblical stories and their related patristic commentaries. In the twenty-two 
lines dedicated to the children of Lamech – which the Beichner edition (1965, 
pp. 45-46) numbers as 463-484 – there is a complete synthesis of Comestor’s 
account of Jubal’s story. We find Jubal the musician, his pillars, the authority 
of Josephus, the discovery of harmonies due to his brother’s hammers, but 
there is no reference to Pythagoras. 
Twelve of the twenty-two lines of the Aurora are cited in the Flores musi-
cae omnis cantus Gregoriani [35] by Hugo Spechtshart (†1360), one of the 
many short didactic treatises dedicated to the training of singers. The text 
(1332) was then printed a century and a half later, accompanied by a beautiful 
woodcut in which, behind two blacksmiths around an anvil, a man carries 
several hammers (Pythagoras?). In the background there are two columns, 
                                                             
60 And yet, even the pair Music-Pythagoras remains under the influence of the iconographic 
model of the Speculum humanae salvationis. The miniature of Lady Music that decorates 
Cassiodorus’ Institutiones in a codex compiled ca 1340 (Paris, Bibl. Nationale, It. 8500, f. 39r) 
shows Pythagoras with the typical features of Tubalcain. 
61 The myth of the pillars became an erudite curiosity only in the sixteenth century. An 
anachronistic version is the elaborate scene from the ninth chapter (Deluge) of the Mistère du 
Viel Testament [50], a French text in which Jubal and his brother Tubal (a simplification of 
Tubalcain) decide to sculpt the pillars before perishing in the flood. The original draft of the 
drama, first published at the beginning of the sixteenth century, contains many parts (especially 
this episode) which date back at least one or two centuries (HÜE 2004, p. 186). 
62 In Matthew Paris, however, the absence of Pythagoras is only apparent, since his source 
continues to be Comestor (who knows Pythagoras) and not Josephus. 
63 In this environment we can also find the Story of Genesis [27] in Middle English, although it 
contains some interference. In fact, in this text the pillars are once again tables, and one of the 
two is made of metal, not marble, as Hugo of Saint Victor had proposed. 
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one clearly in brick, on which a fourth person (Jubal?) is busy carving musical 
phrases.64 The success of the printed editions would revive interest in Riga’s 
poem three centuries later, and Spechtshart’s entire passage with the twelve 
lines of the Aurora would eventually be republished in 1508 in the Enchiri-
dion musices by Nicolaus Wollik (1508 and 1512) [51]. 
The immense popularity enjoyed by Aurora, with an explicit reference to 
the passage on music, is also suggested by a citation in Geoffrey Chaucer’s The 
Book of the Duchess (ca 1370) [39] (YOUNG 1937, BEICHNER 1954). There, in a 
dream, the Black Knight explains to the poet that he has lost his beloved in a 
game of chess against Fortune. With his beloved dead, the knight is unable to 
compose songs for her, being ignorant as well of the knowledge of Jubal 
«[who] fond out first the art of songe … Aurora telleth so» (lines 1163, 1169). 
Yet the most interesting case is the reuse of several lines of the Aurora in 
the margins of the depiction of Lady Music in the series of the liberal arts in 
Bartolomeo de’ Bartoli’s Canzone delle virtù [36]. A manuscript of this work 
was offered to Bruzio Visconti (†1356) before 1349, and it contains Bartolomeo’s 
poetry with illustrations by his brother Andrea, a work which survives today in 
both the original manuscript and a copy. From here a corpus of images began 
to take shape in which the presence of the pillars is a common characteristic, 
as well as the depiction of Lady Music observing Tubalcain. 
Beichner (1954) thinks that the man in front of Lady Music is erroneously 
called Tubalcain, and that it is in fact Jubal, with his brother’s hammers in his 
hands.65 In fact Bartoli’s Canzone attributes the invention of harmony to 
Tubalcain, while the Bible assigns it to Jubal. However, it is difficult to say 
whether Bartoli misunderstood the biblical name or if he had imagined 
Tubalcain, the smith, sharing the musical knowledge of his brother, the 
musician. The iconographical model of the Speculum humane salvationis, 
surely known by Bartoli, shows Jubal separate from the blacksmiths (who 
stand metaphorically for Christ’s executioners), in a way that seems to 
reinterpret the Pythagoras myth. Therefore, it is possible that the woman 
holding an instrument had appropriated the role of Jubal (that is, the intellec-
tual component of the invention of music), while the personification of the 
mechanical component of music stays at her feet, correctly identified as 
Tubalcain. 
Bartolomeo’s Canzone bears witness to the earliest known version of the 
image that is found in Pit. Within less than thirty years from the appearance of 
the Canzone, the image – as shown in the scheme below – gave rise to a direct 
copy (R), four other illuminations (Ma Mn W F) and two frescoes (S T), most 
of which belong to the Augustinian milieu. I was able to reconstruct the 
stemma by collating the long captions of the image that appear in the various 
witnesses (circles identify similar areas of production, while the gray 
                                                             
64 Venezia, Franciscus de Madiis 1485; Strasbourg, Johann Prüss 1488, 1492. The woodcut is only 
in the 1492 edition. 
65 BROWN (1984, p. 28) agrees with this interpretation. 
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background indicates the Augustinian environment that fostered such 
activity):66 
 
C Chantilly, Musée Condé, Ms. 1426 (olim Cd. XX 6426 B), f. [9v]67 
R Roma, Museo Nazionale, Gabinetto delle stampe, inv. 2818-2833, f. 15.68 
Ma Milano, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, B 42 inf., f. 1r.69 
Mn Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, ms. 197, f. 3r.70 
W Wien, Österreichische Bibliothek, S.N.2632, f. 4.71 
F  Firenze, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Banco Rari 38 (olim Magl.  II.I.27 / CL.VII.17), f. 34.72 
S  München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. lat. 418, ff. 104-109.73 
T  Ferrara, Pinacoteca Nazionale, Serafino da Modena, Trionfo di Sant’Agostino (BENTINI 1992). 
Bartolomeo’s Canzone at the top of the stemma (C) identifies Bologna as 
the center where this particular iconographic model originates. The prepara-
tory materials of C (α) could be the actual original model for R. Ma and Mn 
are two miniatures produced in the workshop of Niccolò di Giacomo (where 
                                                             
66 Both the collation and the critical edition of the texts can be found in DAOLMI 2017. 
67 A facsimile (in greyscale), an edition, and a commentary were all published by DOREZ 1904. A 
more recent investigation of the codex, with a detailed bibliography, can be found in HANSEN 
(1995, pp. 60-73, 157-160). See also DE LAUDE 1996 and 1998, BOSI 2012 and CAMELLITI 2013. 
STIRNEMANN 2000 reproduces a color image of Lady Music. 
68 A description and a greyscale facsimile can be found in VENTURI 1899 and 1902. See also 
HANSEN 1995, pp. 169-171, SCHELLER 1995, pp. 363-370 and CAMELLITI 2013, pp. 127-128. 
69  The first to point out the miniature was DOREZ 1904, pp. 80-81. See HANSEN 1995, pp. 58-60, 
147-150 and BOLLATI 2003. 
70 The miniature was traced to the workshop of Nicolò di Giacomo by Dominguez BORDONA 1925, 
pp. 183-188. A bibliography can be found in HANSEN 1995, pp. 56-58, 137-146. 
71 A reproduction of the seven images can be found in SCHLOSSER 1896, p. 17 and, in color, in 
STOLZ 2004, pp. 852-855. A facsimile of the entire codex was edited by MARCHIONNI 2010. 
72 A facsimile and study are found in TANZINI 2004. The bibliography in HANSEN (1995, pp. 166-
168) should also be combined with the excellent catalog found in DEBERNARDI 2013. 
73 The autograph of Schedel (München, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. lat. 418, ff. 104-109) 
was reproduced in SCHLOSSER 1896, pp. 91-95. 
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the Bartoli brothers were also active). W and its copy F are miniatures from 
the series of liberal arts inserted into an appendix in two of the three codices 
of the Regia carmina attributed dubiously to Convenevole da Prato (†1338). L 
is the third copy of the Regia carmina with different images. S identifies the 
frescoes by Giusto de Menabuoi in the Cortellieri chapel (in the Chiesa degli 
Eremitani in Padua) – or rather, just the captions, as the church was severely 
damaged in 1610 (PORTENARI 1623, p. 449). The texts, however, were transcri-
bed by Hartmann Schedel (†1514), author of the Nuremberg Chronicle [46]. T 
refers to the fresco by Serafino de’ Serafini (†1393) painted in the church of 
Sant’Andrea in Ferrara, today completely destroyed. The fresco in Ferrara had 
been removed in 1908 and today is preserved, incomplete, in the city’s 
Pinacoteca. 
The columns are not the only element that identifies this particular group 
of images. Howard Mayer Brown (1984, pp. 42-48) has focused at length on 
the reasons for which Lady Music, both in W/F and in Ma/Mn, has two 
instruments, one in her hand and the other on her lap. The answer is obvious 
once we look at the origin of the iconographic model.74 Lady Music in C/R 
had, in fact, been depicted seated alone on a throne, surrounded by every sort 
of instrument. Yet the necessity for W/F to locate two liberal arts beneath a 
single seat – since the surrounding space had been reduced – led to the 
sacrifice of those instruments placed on the side, leaving only those that Lady 
Music held in her hand or arms, as in R. In a similar, but more radical 
solution, the illustration in Ma/Mn reunited all the arts in a single miniature.  
The erroneous idea that these images were part of a widespread tradition – 
and not merely demonstrations of a local production limited to the third 
quarter of the Trecento – was supported by the lasting success of latter 
derivations of the same subject. The most influential model was the series of 
the Liberal Arts frescoed in the Capellone degli Spagnoli by Andrea di 
Bonaiuto (ca 1367), which introduces a simplification of the image. In fact, the 
wide dissemination of this iconography would be a later phenomenon, where 
several elements would be lost (the columns in the first place), thus leading to 
confusion with other representations of Music.75 Furthermore, that very image 
– due to the presence of an organ – would provide the path that leads to the 
                                                             
74 BROWN (1984, pp. 29-30) considered W to be higher up than C R. Yet uncertainties regarding 
the stemma are not new. SCHLOSSER (1902, p. 335) judged R to be later, further deriving S from 
W F. DOREZ (1904, p. 71), dating C to 1355, held that it was modeled on Ma (produced in 1354). 
Despite the fact that FILIPPINI (1911, p. 59) declared C to be earlier than 1349, the year of Luchino 
Visconti’s death (who is mentioned as still living in the Canzone), COLETTI (1934) preferred to 
keep the year 1355. This date allowed him to consider T, the fresco which was the object of his 
study, as earlier than C. Although Filippini’s dating is the only acceptable one, recent 
contributions such as CAMELLITI (2013, p. 124) still adopt 1355 as the date. LODI (1981), though 
basing his analysis on Coletti’s stemma, nevertheless has T derive from Mn; and HANSEN (1995, p. 
56) claims that S was modeled on Ma/Mn. 
75 Even the elaborate motet Pictagoras, Jabol et Orpheus (ca 1400) by Johannes Susay considers 
Jubal nothing more than a name to associate with the origins of music. I wish to thank Susan 
Weiss for bringing this piece to my attention. 
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iconography of Saint Cecilia. To this wider context belong, for instance, the 
miniatures that surround the first page of Dante’s Inferno by Bartolomeo di 
Fruosino (ca 1430),76 the Allegory of Music by Apollonio di Giovanni 
(CALLMANN 1974, p. 51, n. 1) and the series of panels of the liberal arts painted 
by Giovanni dal Ponte (1435) and Domenico da Michelino (1450),77 all of 
whom are, not coincidentally, Florentine authors.  
The miniature in Pit certainly knows the Florentine fresco, but it presents 
two innovative elements: the columns, and the representation of Music 
independently of the other liberal arts. This second element transforms the 
female series of the arts (each one identified by one symbolic object plus its 
inventor) into a woman, who is Music herself. In this type of illustration, the 
primary focus is on the woman, thus paving the way to the subsequent 
transformation of the image into that of Saint Cecilia (who will be depicted as 
a woman playing the organ). In the famous illumination from the mid-
fourteenth-century Neapolitan Boethius, which shows a woman with a 
portative organ (without Tubalcain and the columns), the personification of 
Music appears in an elementary form.78 What is of particular interest is that 
the image attests the importance acquired by the organ among the other 
musical instruments. The organ, already present in the Canzone, disappears in 
the other Bolognese miniatures, but it is again present in the Florentine fresco 
promoted by the Dominicans. Both the fresco and the Pit miniature were 
conceived by the Dominican scholars of Santa Maria degli Angeli, who, in 
those years, were actively involved in the promotion of Saint Augustine. The 
two columns as they are depicted in Pit are very different from the Bolognese 
miniatures. This suggests that the image was not copied from a specific 
iconographic model, but resulted from the combination of different narratives. 
Therefore the sophistication of the miniature in Pit corresponds to the 
peculiar nature of the mensural notation in the codex, and the high standards 
of production place it in the ambit of an exclusive and highly intellectual 
cultural project. 
                                                             
76 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Ital. 74, f. 3v. Here Tubalcain is transformed into a monkey, 
perhaps over-interpreting Bonaiuto’s Darwinian decision to depict him as a primitive man.  
77 Respectively at the Museo del Prado in Madrid and the Birmingham Museum of Art in Alabama. 
78 Naples, Bibl. Nazionale, ms. V.A.14, f. 47r (cf. BONI 2010). A similar, but much later image 
appears at the bottom of the first page of Landini’s section of Sq, f. 121v; in this case the figure, 
dating from slightly after 1410, is more significant because it decorates the madrigal Musica son 
che mi dolgo, in which the personification of Music is singing (cf. MARCHI 2015, pp. 19-20).  
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Mediations 
In the five centuries that precede the French Revolution – after which interest 
in searching for an inventor of music begins to wane – the widespread opinion 
was that Jubal, at least due to his chronological priority, was responsible for 
the invention of music and Pythagoras for the rationalization of harmony. The 
few writers who do not take Jubal into consideration (such as Vincenzo 
Galilei, who likewise questions the Pythagoras legend), simply do not deal 
with the origins of music. The rest can be distinguished between those who 
follow Comestor in marginalizing Pythagoras (among them the tradition 
stemming from Aurora), and those who, on the other hand, place Jubal and 
Pythagoras on complementary levels. In other words, the latter mediate 
between the proto-science of the classical tradition and the narrative element 
of the Bible. This group is also the one that tends to privilege the role of 
Pythagoras, and here we find the Theorica musice of Franchino Gaffurio 
(1492), which devotes an entire chapter (I.8) to the philosopher. The well-
known woodcut inserted into the text allocates three frames to Pythagoras and 
only one to Jubal (adopting, moreover, the model from the Speculum huma-
nae salvationis, with Jubal listening to the blacksmiths).79 
The synthesis between Christian culture and Hellenic erudition had been 
established as early as the encyclopedic Speculum musicae by Jacobus (ca 
†1330) [34].80 The theorist reaffirmed that Jubal, according to the words of 
Comestor, was «father of those who sing upon the cithara and organ» (I.6). 
Thus, he was not the inventor of musical instruments, but of harmonies, 
which are useful for sweetening work in the fields. After alluding to the myth 
of the pillars, Jacobus nevertheless recognized Pythagoras as the discoverer of 
musical proportions based on the weight of hammers; that is, he did not 
invent harmony, but he calculated its properties. 
This new concept is picked up in its entirety by the English Benedictine 
monk Ranulf Higden in the seven books of his universal history known as 
Polychronicon [38]. The work is a collage of quotations, which are always 
explicitly declared. Concerning the origin of music, he returns to Comestor 
and Isidore but – ignorant of the Speculum musicae – he divests Jubal of his 
role in recognizing musical consonances, assigning it instead to Pythagoras (to 
whom he elsewhere devotes an entire chapter). 
Subsequent treatises line up with one of the two positions, either Jubal 
together with Pythagoras or Comestor’s conception, which omits the Greek 
philosopher. The preferred direction of musical treatises is that of two 
                                                             
79 Another rare image that places Pythagoras at the center of a Triomphe de la musique is the 
woodcut (1542) of Virgil Solis, published and described in FERINO-PAGDEN 2000, p. 160. 
80 Until now he has been known as Jacques de Liège; recently Margaret BENT (2015) proposed the 
name «Jacobus de Ispania»; the toponymy of this is discussed in WEGMAN 2016. 
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founding fathers, with Jubal especially prominent in texts belonging to a more 
ardent Christian tradition, such as that of Johannes Gallicus [43]. 
The unusual position of the Nuremberg Chronicle by Schedel [46], 
already mentioned above, deserves a particular mention, as it was a history of 
the world modeled on the Bible that had an extraordinary visual impact due to 
the large number of woodcuts. Though reworking Comestor, the text does not 
cite either hammers or pillars, but only Jubal’s desire to sweeten the pastoral 
activities of his blood brother Jabal (any reference to Tubalcain is lacking). 
Likewise eccentric is the attribution of the discovery of musical harmonies to 
the use of flutes of varying length by the peoples of Arcadia. Pythagoras is the 
second option, though derived from the erroneous authority of Diogenes 
Laertius. It is likely that the reference to the Arcadians is an extension of the 
myth of Pan, to whom tradition attributed the invention of the fistula and 
syrinx, the latter arising from the name of the nymph beloved by the faun.81 
However, the idea that music was reborn after the flood is more frequently 
tied to Mercury and his invention of the lyre. In reality, Mercury was able in 
all the Arts, most famously represented allegorically in the wedding ceremony 
described by Martianus Capella. The confusion between Pan and Mercury that 
we find in Comestor, repeated by the Polychronicon,82 seems to be a strategy 
to render mythologies meaningful that would otherwise have been useless. 
The famous Ms. Cooke [42], the second oldest classical text inserted into the 
‘old charges’ of Masonry,83 recounts the story of the children of Lamech and 
the pillars in its discussion of the liberal arts. Nevertheless, since the work is 
more interested in the origins of geometry (an invention attributed to the first-
born Jabal), it omits any discussion of hammers and claims: 
And after this flood many years, as the chronicle telleth, these 2 pillars were 
found, and as the Policronicon saith, that a great clerk that [was] called 
Pythagoras found that one, and Hermes, the philosopher, found that other, and 
they taught forth the sciences that they found therein written.  
(COOKE 1871, pp. 48-49) 
Although here «Hermes» is the mythical Trismegistus («the philoso-
pher»), the passage quoted from the Polychronicon (which draws on Come-
stor) refers to Mercury, who is moreover confused with Pan.84 
The rebirth of music following the flood, a story that met with little fortu-
ne, is taken up again by Franchino Gaffurio [45] in a rather cursory manner: 
                                                             
81 Ovid, Metamorphoses I.690. The syrinx, as a primitive form of organ, is tied to the discovery of 
harmony. Cadmus obtains the hand of Harmony as a recompense for having helped Zeus defeat 
Typhon by distracting him with the sound of a syrinx (Nonnus of Panopolis, Dionysiaca, I.660). 
82 BABINGTON 1866, II, p. 376; the passage from Comestor comes from Judicum, §8 (MIGNE 1855, 
vol. 198, p. 1280).  
83  A listing can be found in HUGHAN 1872. 
84 Comestor claims that he does not know the identity of the character, or whether he was god, 
philosopher, or something else (Judges, VIII: «Incertus est autem qui fuerit iste Mercurius», in 
MIGNE 1955, vol. 198, p. 1280). Also in Polychronicon, II (BABINGTON 1866, II, p. 376).  
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… after the flood, posterity discovered these [inscriptions] and put them into 
practice. [I.8] 
Gioseffo Zarlino [54] is far more articulate, though he refers exclusively to 
Mercury, and not to Trismegistus: 
But though [the science of music] was lost due to the flood, it was discovered once 
more by Mercury, since he was (as Diodorus claims) the first to observe the 
movement of the stars, the harmony of song, and the proportions of numbers.  
(ZARLINO 1558, p. 3) 
As the reference to Diodorus’ Bibliotecha historica (I.16) shows, Zarlino 
refers to sources that were different from the ones used by previous authors. 
More than a century later, Angelini Bontempi [60] would recycle the role 
of Mercury, superimposing him onto Trismegistus: 
The lyre, therefore, is that memorable instrument due to which harmonic music 
had its second origin. Since, as it is said, the knowledge of music was lost in the 
universal flood, during the inundation in the year of the world 2000. 344 years or 
so after the flood, when the Nile was made in Egypt, Mercury happily 
rediscovered music with the lyre. (BONTEMPI 1695, p. 48) 
Bontempi used the Encyclopedia (1630) of the theologian Johann Hein-
rich Alsted who, in the seventh tome of his work, publishes the chronological 
tables of humanity. There, in the 4000 years that lie between Adam and 
Christ, the flood is situated in the year 1656. These same tables record, in the 
year 2000 (344 years later, as Bontempi says), the discoveries of Trismegistus, 
without, however, any reference to the lyre.  
The historiographical tradition surrounding Mercury, contrary to that of 
Jubal, is not particularly extensive, nor does it always lead to the post-diluvian 
rebirth of music. Yet the god constantly reappears, since his lyre – starting 
with Boethius [I.20] – had four strings tuned to the same intervals as the 
hammers of Pythagoras. 
 
The end of an epoch 
The miniature in Pit is not merely one of the many representations of Lady 
Music, but the highest expression that the late Middle Ages managed to create 
for the most divine of the liberal arts. The complexity is such that only a 
century later the image would disappear, replaced definitively by that of Saint 
Cecilia or other generic female musicians.85  
                                                             
85 It is significant that, in Ripa’s Iconologia (1593), four of the five possible representations of 
Lady Music correspond to just as many women, the first of whom bears, among her symbols, an 
anvil with hammers. The tradition, however, is so weak that the explanations of that anvil fail to 
mention Tubalcain and refer, erroneously, to Avicenna instead of Pythagoras. No Italian printing 
of Ripa offers images of Music, but only of Harmony. A picture of Lady Music is present in several 
foreign editions (Paris 1643, I, p. 121; Amsterdam 1698, I, 152; Augsburg 1704, pp. 111), where, 
however, she is not seated and there are no anvils or hammers present. Only the woodcut printed 
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The image in Pit, following the tradition begun in Martianus Capella, 
shows Lady Music seated on a throne. Having left behind her musical 
procession, she has kept one of the instruments: the organ, the noblest and 
most harmonic. This lady has taken the place of Jubal, since the change in sex 
would have better incarnated harmony, the fruit of the efforts of her maker. 
The divine role assigned to the lady is fortified by the identification of Jubal 
with Christ proposed by the Speculum humanae salvationis, a characteriza-
tion which, at the same time, also allows her to free herself from the physical 
primitiveness embodied by the blacksmith in the biblical tradition. An 
ancestral past is preserved in the features of Tubalcain and his crude and 
noisy profession, the memento of an impulsive and wicked origin (i.e. the 
lineage of Cain) which has been left behind. Yet, at the same time, Pit bears 
witness to an image of the mechanical component of intelligence, a conception 
typical of the rationalism of fourteenth century culture. The power of memory, 
which expresses the nobility of the past, is manifest not only through indivi-
dual recollections, but passes through intellectual forms of conservation. Thus 
the columns represent the ability to preserve both knowledge and the clever-
ness of deceiving God. 
The subject matter of the Pit miniature originates in the erudite synthesis 
of the Christian-pagan tradition in the manner of Augustine promoted by 
Comestor. Yet the image is the direct heir of the poetic rendering in Aurora, a 
poem of memory; in other words, a synthesis of knowledge in its highest 
narrative form. At the same time, through its love for the potentially subversi-
ve science suggested by the pillars, the image is reinforced by a highly 
speculative sensibility that refers less to Augustine and more to a late medie-
val Thomistic rationalism, the same rationalism that justifies the complexities 
of late fourteenth century music found in Pit. 
If the ‘professionalism’ of musical knowledge was identified with Jubal 
and the pillars, towards the end of the Quattrocento that same nobility of 
knowledge – helped along by the widespread reevaluation of classical culture 
– privileges the mathematical speculation of Pythagoras.86 This is not a 
question of a true revolution, but only of a changing of forms, fruit of the 
thriving theoretical workshop of the late Middle Ages. Only in the late 
Cinquecento will such knowledge be dismantled in favor of the moralizing 
embrace of Cecilia, almost by chance suited to the role of godmother of music. 
                                                                                                                                                     
in Gottfried Eichler’s collection (1758) is faithful to Ripa’s description. Moreover, Lady Music 
grasps a hammer in the image published in Jean Baptiste BOUDARD (1759), whose description is 
also based on Ripa’s. 
86 In two of the numerous commemorations dedicated to Ockeghem, Lady Music is identified as 
Jubal in one instance and as Pythagoras in another. The ‘literary’ coté of Guillaume Crétin’s 
Déploration (1497) prefers Jubal (probably a contrafactum of Fors seulement, the most famous 
rondeau by Ockeghem), while Pythagoras appears in the verses of the motet In hydraulis (ca. 
1467), the composition, of the educated musician Antoine Busnois. 
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